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Abstract 

.9 sirrple soherre for estinating the state •Jari,.h!es of a helicopter rotor 
is presented. 1he rrethod incorporates the use of blade-IJDunted accelerorreters 
and/or position transdu:lers to reconstrunt !!Ddal displacements al'!!! ~oelocities. 
'The design of the observer structure and feedback gains is sinplified by the 
fact that the JJEthod requires only knowledge of basic kinenatic relationships 
bet\'.een the uarious nodal quantities. 1he observer structure described is 
particularly \<ell-suited to control problems ~ the use of a traditional 
Kalnan Filter approach \'oDuld be too conpleK or costly. 'Il>e techniql.E! can be 
•Ji~ as descreasing the requirerrents on observer oorrplexity mile increasing 
the need for an enhanced sensor conplellE!nt. 

1. Introduction 

Recent efforts to apply active control technology to rotary wings have 
sho\.n promise in reducing response to atllDspheric turbulence, retreating blade 
stall, vibration SUPpression, blade-fuselage inteference, and flap-lag nodal 
danping enhanc:eJJEnt [!-?]. 'These applications ha•.oe all used the rrethod of act hoe 
pitch control to produce counteracting aerodynamic forces on the rotor blades. 
1he JJEthods for generation of the control actuation, however, can be dhrided 
into t"" fundarrentally different approaches, either Higher HarllDnic Control 
(HHC), or Indh•idual Blade Control (IBC). HHC has traditionally been applied 
aliiDst eKclusively to vibration reduction [5, 7], \'bere integral JIUltiples of 
rotor rotational frequency are appropriately sr...aled ant! phase shifted so as to 
generate pitch commands, either open- or closed-loop, that approKimately cancel 
the ~T"!!Dnios of' '(.fibration passed rlo~ from the rotor to the f'use!age11 !OC has a 
larger nuniler of potential applications [1-4}, since it involves the use of 
actuators ant! sensors on each blade to control the pitch indi•Jidually in the 
rotating frallE! o£ reference. This latter approach is essentially a .. broad band .. 
control of the rotor blade dynamics, as opposed to the HHC limitation of 
discrete frequency disturbance SUPpression, and thus is also capable o£ 
nodifying each blade's aeroelastic stability, nodal danping and nodal 
frequencies. 

Controlier design for the IBC system is llDst easily done using a 
state-variable (or .. I!Ddern .. or "'optinal .. ) control approach, due to the fact that 
it can easily handle the many interacting rigid and elastic degrees o£ freedom 
present in any rotor system, as liEll as any periodically time-varying paraJJEters 
[ 1 J • 1he conseql.E!nce of using such a design techniql.E! is that one is required to 
feed back a linear conbination of all of the state variables to the control 
input. This often cannot be acconplished because all of the state variables are 
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rarely available for I!Easuren!E!flt. Instead, the controls engineer llllSt resort to 
using esti!IBi:es of these states produoed from an ''observer·· • .iln observer is a 
dynamic ele!IE!lt that takes the sensor signals as inputs and produ::es state 
esti!IBtes as outputs. 1be form o£ the observer is intiiiBtely related to the 
particular 0011plenent o£ sensors available, and often 0011prises the IIDSt 0011plex 
part o£ the controller strn:>ture. 

1be instrwrentation used to neasure the rotor states and/or responses 
varies from application to application, but appears to be strongly related to 
the type of rotor control system enployed. In the case o£ HHC systems, these 
I!Easurei!Ents are often l!Bde at se\>eral fuselage locations about the aircraft, 
with the asstmption that the vibratory loads vary linearly with changes in 
hariiDnic pitch inputs. This approach requires, for IIDSt cases, an enpirical fit 
to response data in order to account £or the e££ects o£ rotor inpedence and the 
0011plex interactions present in the rotor -:ke. In the case of IBC systel!5, 
ho..euer, these neaSUI"enents are 11Bde in the rotating frane of reference, since 
the feedback loops for this type of control are around each blade indh•idually. 
TI1is has the advantage of not requiring an accurate representation of the 
fuselage structure and rotor inpedence, and posesses the attracth>e property of 
placing the neasurenent at the source of the disturbance. 1be increase in 
potential applications for IBC is acconpanied by a l!Dre seuere estil!Btion task, 
thoUJh, since estiiiBtes of the blade's mxlal displacenents and velocities are 
required for feedback control. 

The design of obser\>ers for estimating rotor state \.ariables is 
currently a topic o£ active research [l,B-12]. l'bst of these designs use a 
Halmm filter-type structure, ~ a I!Eithel!Btical IIDdel of the system dynamics 
being obserued is forced by the error bet..een the actual neasurenents and their 
predicted \>alues. A full Hall!Bn filter is rarely used, as it requires an 
a-priori knowledge o£ the random processes perturbing the rotor system, a 
knowledge of the structure of the noise corrupting the neasurenents, and the 
exact IIDdel of the plant dynamics relating the various physical quantities. 
Gh>en the conplex dynamic and aerodynamic ern•irorment of IIDst helicopter rotors, 
this proves to be too great a denand on nathenatical IIDdeling ability. 
Approxill'Btions are ll'Bde in the representation of the plant dynamics or in the 
asstmptions about the signal content of the available sensors. 

Recent ~k on applications o£ Individual Blade Control to high advance 
ratio rotor control [1] brought forth a 110\>el and extrenely ef'fecth>e technique 
to estinate the missing state variables of a couplex, periodically tine-varying 
system. By incorporating an accelero~~eter within the obse!".>er structure, it -s 
possible to accurately estinate the missing states of the system using a 
const»nt-coeffioient dynawlc e!ei!Ent. Also, since the aooelero~~eter signal -s 
used to "force" the observer, an accurate mxlel of the blade dynamics ,..s not 
necessary. Howe\>er, this form of observer does require a good description of the 
sensor dynamics (if present) and mxlal content of each sensor' s output signal 
owr the bandwidth of its response. The significance of the form of the obseM>er 
is best appreciated after noting the difiiculties present in attenpting a 
standard application of Kall!Bn filter theory to the problem. 
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Consider the linear tine-uarying state vector representation of the 
dynamics of an indh•idual rotor blade as: 

x(t) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t) 

I ~(t) x(t) = P(t) 
g(t) 

l g(t) 

represents the state uect~- containing the flapping position and velocity {P{t) 

and P(t)), and the First elastic bending 1IDde displacenent and velocity (g(t) 

and g(t)), and u(t) represents the blade pitch control input (B(t)). a(t) is a 
4x4 matrix or time-uarying coefficients from the blade equation of motion, and 
B(t) is a 4x1 IIBtrix of the tine-uarying control effectiveness. Observer theory 
(or mich the Kalman filter is a special case) incorporates the concept or 
negative feedback to force the errors in the state estiliBtes to approach zero 
exponentially with time. This is done by driving a model or the system with an 
input proportional to the difference betw.en the actual IIE!asm'ello>nts and the 
predicted neasurenents based on the current state vector estimate. If one 
represents these neasurenents as: 

y(t) = C(t) x(t) + D(t) u(t) 

then the observer has the form: 

or, 

_:._ ·""· .... 
x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u{t) + K(t)[ y(t) - C(t)x(t} - D(t)u(t) ] 

. _._ 
x(t) = [ A(t}-K(t)C(t) ]x(t) + [ B(t}-K(t)D(t) ]u(t) + K(t)y(t} 

mere the "hatted" quantity indicates an estimate of the state vector. The 
choice of the IIEltrix K(t) determines the speed with mich the estiiiBtion errors 
are redu:::ed, and depends upon the noise statistics for case of the Kalman 
filter. Note that the observer has t\110 parts: the first provides a prediction of 
the rate of change of the state vector by silllllating the system equation of 
motion, and the second provides sane corrective action based upon the error 
bet\Ee!l the actual sensor's output and the expected value based on the current 
state estimate. 

The instMDIE!ntation proposed for the IBC vibration control system 
consists or a series of blade mounted accelerometers, with their sensitive axes 
oriented perpendicular to the blade surface. As show:~ in figure 1, this 
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par-ticular in5ta!!ation of tbe a.~!ertl!!Eters results in their outpLtt beinq 
pz"OpDrtional to out--of-plane displacenent as \'ell as acceleration, due to their 
orientation in a centrH'U'Jal force field. Since £lapping and bending liDde 
acceleration are rx>t state variables but till~' derivatives of state variables 
(i.e., tii!E derhoatives of liDdal 'oelocities), one nust represent each 
acceleroneter's signal content by incorporating the system dynamics in the 
obsenoation BRtrices. ThL-s, for an accelero!reter that senses the OD!Ibination: 

accel{t) = Hl (t) + H2 x(t) 

one can reconfigure this to be: 

accel(t) = Hl x(t) + H2 { A{t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) } 

or, 

accel(t) = { H1 + H2 A(t) } x(t) + { H2 B(t) } u(t) 

This is indeed an unfortunate situation, for new the representation of 
the signal content of the sensor depends intii!Btely upon the lJDdeling accuracy 
of the dynamics. This constraint can nake the design of a suitable control law 
for acth>e helicopter rotor •Jibration control extre1rely diffiou.l t, due to the 
conplex £low£ields and stru::tural ncnlinearities often present in su;:h vehicles, 
as \'ell as the periodically-ti~~E~oarying nature of the individual blade dynamics 
in forward flight. 

3. Kinewo.tic Obsa oet-s 

Fortunately, a way around this problem is possible by reformulating the 
equations representing the system dynaw~cs. If one considers the blade dynamics 
from the previous exanple, """ can reforJJUlate the equations of IIDtion as: 

r 
~(t) 
Jl(t) 

1 g(t) 

l g(t} 

l = r ~ 
10 

J l 0 

1 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 1 

0 0 0 

1 r :~: ~ 1 
I
I g(t) 

I . . ) I 1 ! g{t 1 
~ 1 

I 
1 1 

Wlere """ have used w
1
(t) and w2(t) to represent ficticious external 

disturbances. This equation represents nothing 1IIJl'e than the knowledge that the 
position of the blade is the double integral of the acceleration applied to it. 
IE one has knowledge of W>at this acceleration is (as """ do, given that """ are 
using accelero1mters for neasurenent), one can constru::t an observer for this 
system that has a fonn dependent only upon the kinei!Btics of the process being 
observed. This is acconplished by incluiing the observation equation: 
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'.e<t>l r l 1000' 1 • 10' v1(t) 
y( t) = r o o 1 o 11.8( t) 1 + [ o I 1 1 .. , t, 

L g{t) I - • ! "2' • 

l g(t) J 
into a standard KalliBD-filter type of observer, ~ l!le ha\>e assUIIE!d JIDda! 
position ueasur'ellE!nts are also available, and~ W> are using v 1 (t) and v 2 (t) 

to represent llE!asur'ellE!Dt noises. By trading off the relati\>e strengths of the 
process and rmasuret~Ent noise covariances, one can control the bandwidth of the 
observer dynamics for each I!Dde independently. 'lbe net result is sinply the 
double integration of the acceleration inforiiBtion, with the bias errors in the 
\>elocity and position estiliBtes dri\'1!0 to zero throu;Jh feedback of the 
displacement estimation error. 

'lbe significance of this approach needs to be er.phasized. B-7• reducing 
the state estil!Btion problem to a constant coefficient dynamical form, 
generation of JIDda! rate estimates can be acconplished with relative ease. This 
allows the use of I!Ddern, nulti-input/nulti-output control law design techniqtJIOS 
for rotor control with no penalty on the rnmfler or types of state feedback gains 
required. One does not 1!\>eD IIO!I!d to sinultaneously estimate the dynamics of the 
lol!ler-order I!Ddes, since all that is needed is an accurate measurenent of the 
particular I!Ddal acceleration and position. This can be achil!\>ed by providing 
t1110 sensors (at least one of W1ich is an accelerometer) for every liiJde of 
interest, starting with the loW>st I!Dde. Thus, for the t1110-mxle system described 
above, four accelerollE!ters will provide a uniqtE estimate of each I!Ddal position 
and acceleration for use in the above obser\>er structure. 'lbe selection of the 
bandwidth of each I!Ddal observer is made by iterating on the process and 
llE!asurellE!nt noise covariance specifications, such that the particular I!Ddal 
natural freqtEncy is W>ll within the break frequency of the observer. If only 
the higher frequency JIDda! state variables are required, only one observer IIO!I!d 
be inplenented, but the requirermnt on the rnmfJer of sensors remains the sallE' in 
order to generate a uniqtJIO neasure of the higher I!Dde's acceleration and 
position. 

'1. I.,.l.....rtatiOD Issues 

A set of conputer sinulations using this approach ..ere run in support of 
some eliperirmntal =rk currently in progress at Princeton's Dynamic Itxlel Track. 
Of specific interest ""re the various inplementation issues associated with the 
choice of such an observer scherm. Since successful application of Kinenatic 
Cbservers in closed-loop control tasks depends upon accurate reconstruction of 
the liiJdal displaceJJEnts and accelerations from the given sensors, the inflllE!llCes 
of sensor location, signal nonlinearities, assUIIE!d I!Dde shape and choice of 
observer bandwidth 'll\12re investigated as they affect estimation error. 

The placeiiE!nt of the accelerormters Wis chosen according to an 
optimization pz'Ocedur'e outlined in [13] 1 ~ the condition rnmfJer of the 
IIE'asureiiE'nt IIBtrix WiS minimized. That is, the content of the out-of-plane 
accelerollE!ters can be represented by: 
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Where q
1 

and q
2 

represent the rigid flap and first elastic bending modes of the 

blade. 1be produ::t of the itroerse of the alxroe IIBtrix with the four 
acceleroliE!ter liE!asurenents produces a unique liE!asureREnt of the tw:~ out-of-plane 
I!Ddal di!>plaoe!!e!lts am aooelerations, p!'O'.•ided, of 001.1l'se, that the !!Btrix is 
nonsingular. 1be larqer the condition nurrber for the IIBtrix, the 1IIJre nearly 
singular the IIBtrix is, and hence the poorer the neasurem;mt of the JIDda! 
acceleration and displaceliE!nt becone. Various bending m:xle shapes of increasing 
order that all satisfied the boundary conditions were selected for the 
optimization trials, and a plot of the behavior of the four optinum 
aooeler'O!!I!ter !or---ations as a function of l!Dde polynomial order is sho..n in 
fiqure 2. Tile general trend is that as the curvature of the higher-order 
polynomials shifts out toward the tip, so also does the set of optillllm locations 
for the blade acceleroREters. This result st.ggested that the observer IIBY 
exhibit stronger sensitivity to assUREd mode shape than originally anticipated. 
In order to gat.ge this sensitivity, the condition nunber of the neasureliE!nt 
IIBtrix -s plotted as each aooelerorreter was varied indh•idually a-y from its 
opti11ll111 location, sho~~n in fiqure 3. 1be flatness of the curves indicates that 
precise sensor placenent is not essential, as the condition nurrber does not vary 
significantly with moderate placement errors. 

The second stmy considered the influence of nonlinearities present in 
the actual accelero~J~?ter's signal on the esti!IBtion accuracy of the obsenoer. In 
order to capture all of the possible nonlinear effects, two out-of-plane m:xles 
and one rigid in-plane I!Dde ~ included in the sinulation. a mite noise 
sequence -s used as the pitch input to excite the system, providing a 
particularly challenging tracking task for the obsert.oer. 1be equations of notion 
used quasisteady aerodynamics with all coriolis coupling terms inclmed in the 
inertial operators. 1he flap and lag I!Ddes were assUIIE!d rigid with a coincident 
offset hinge, and the out-of-plane bending JIIJde satisfied both natural and 
geonetric boundary conditions at the root and tip, as well as orthogonality with 
the rigid flap m:xle. 

The non-linear acceleroREter signals used in the siliUlation ....,re: 

z(r,t) = q1(r)p(t) + q2{r)q(t) 

is the out-of-plane displacement, \' is the rigid lag angle, e is the oi'fset 
hinge length, Q is the rotation speed, and r is the spanwise accelero~J~?ter 
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location. 

C.o!!p3.,.ison of the non-linear and linearized accelero~mter signals for 
the farthest outboard accelerorreter is presented in figure 4. Tile t~~.D are quite 
close, and produce alliDst equhoalent estiiiBtes for the bending MJde displace~mnt 
and acceleration, indicating that the SIIBll angle asstmption inplicit in the 
abo•.oe ~masurenent l!Btrix is indeed \>alid. 1bese ~re then used to pro•Jide an 
estiiiBte for the bending mxie ""'locity, and the conparison of the "obserued" 
•.oelocity and the actual •1E!locity generated from the sil!l!lation are sllmln in 
figure 5. Tile ""'locity estillB.te tracks the actual state alnDst identically, 
despite the "urnmdelled" mite-noise pitch disturbance. 

Sin!:.'e the plaDei!Eilt of sensors -s not found to be o•.oerly sensithoe to 
asstnlEd bending MJde shape, it -s assWIE!d that the coefficients in the 
~masure~mnt IIBtrix 'IDtlld exhibit similar robustness. As a check, the sa~m 

simulation data was used to produce estimates of the bending liDde displacement 
and acceleration, but with a higher order polynomial used in generating the 
elements of the sensitivity matrix gi<1E!n above. The results, shown in figure 6, 
are quite poor, deiiDnstrating that an accurate representation of the blade liDdal 
properties is essential for the kinematic obsei'<1E!r to pro<1E! successful. This 
require~mnt can be easily ~mt by performing a few sinple mxlal identification 
tests using the installed accelero~mters prior to initiating any feedback 
control or estimation tasks. 

Finally, as a ~mans of assessing the inplications of considering only a 
limited nunber of liDdal displacements, a Kinematic Obser<.JE!r was designed for 
estimating the displace~mnt and <.JE!locity of the rigid blade flapping MJde, in 
the presence of unmxieled higher liDdal participation. The previous flapping 
obser'\>er bandwidth of 5/re•.• wes used, with only the liDSt outboard and IIDSt 
inboard accelerometers incorporated into the 2x2 measurement matrix. Since the 
obser<.>er !J;>...ndwidth e!!tends beyond the 3/re•J natural fre!p.1P!l!JY of the second 
out-of-plane mxie, it was felt that this ~~Duld se<.JE!rely limit the observer's 
perfori!Bil!Je by introdliling signific-ant errors into the reo_._onstrtr,ted flap 
displacerrent and acceleration data. .Qs can be seen in figure 7, the flap 
\>elocity is estiiiBted quite poorly, indicating potential sensitivity to "MJdal 
spillover" problems, not unlike conventional observers. 

5. Control System ~licatiuns 

In order for Kine!IBtic Observers to pro\>e useful in state variable 
control applications, it \\10Uld be <1E!ry desirable to be able to design them 
separately from the feedback control gains. Fortunately, su::h is the case, due 
to our favorable choice of system sensors. Since we are driving the 
"prediction" of the MJdal state •.oariables by the actual neasured acceleration, 
and since ~ are using position estimates to correct for any estimation errors, 
the state estimates may be used with impunity in any state-feedback controller 
design. Unlike the approaches of [8] and [9], this form of observer makes no 
approximation in its representation of the equations of notion, and thus the 
estimation errors are uncorrelated with the system states. Put in other terms, a 
feedback control system that uses these state estil!Btes will obey the 
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"separation priooiple'' of !l'D!!ern control design, mich allows the separate 
design of a state feedback controller from that for the observer. a sinple 
exanple for a reduced-order problem will illustrate. 

Suppose 'l'e ha>.~e a truncated obsen.oer for the first out of plane bent!ing 
11'Dfie oE i:he E orm: . 

~ 

I ~(t) ] = [ 0 1 ] [ ~(t) 1 + rl 0 l [ g(~) l + r :1 1 [ g(t) - ;(t) l 
g(t) 0 0 g(t) J 1 J L 2 J 

W1ere f
1 

ant! f
2 

are the observer gains, ant! g(t) ant! g{t) are available for 

neasurement. If we wished to utilize these estimated states in a control law of 
the form: 

~ 

r g(t) 

I g(t) 

\02 could analyze the dynamics of the closed-loop system by first defining the 
estiJJBtion error as: 

A 

e(t) = x(t) - x(t) 

and thus we get the augllE!nted state dynamics: 

~(t) 1 r 0 1 0 0 1 fg(t, 1 [ 0 0 l 
l(-ao-bQk1) (-a1-b0k2) b0k1 b0k21 g(t) + 0 0 I r v2(t) 1 

g(t) I I I I e 1 (t) = I 0 0 -f. 1 I le1(t)1 I fl 0 I I w2(t) I ~ I I I I 
le2(t)j l 0 0 -f 2 0 ) le2 { t) I I' 1 

J 
I I 

L -2 < J 

W1ere _w
2 

ant! v
2 

are the process ant! neasuren~>nt noise respecti.,.,ly for the 

bent!ing equation. Of primary interest is the fact that the estimation errors are 
uncoupled from the system dynamics, ant! thus the desired closed-loop poles of 
the state-feedback controller do not tmve. This uncoupling arises from the fact 
that by using the actual nodal accelerations in our observer str...::ture ""' are 
able to exactly predict the till'£! ~rariation in the state •.rariables. Stuh a result 
should nake control systems using "kinematic observers" JJDre robust than 
traditional Kali!BD Filter approaches. An exanple of stx:h an application -s run 
as part of the above mentioned simulations. 

Since it 1'11BS desired to simulate a closed-loop system using the above 
ob~oer structure ant! COI'ltrol law, a disturbance other than sinple pitch 
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eHCitation was used. Instead, a tip vortex encounter was sillUlated by i!!pOsing 
a spanwise--cubic raised-cosine inflow distribution ouer a portion of the disk on 
the ad~llmCing side. This "kick" was sufficient to eKcite the first bending l!Dde 
of the blade, as sboli!n in the open-loop response plot of the bending 
acceleration in figure 8. Then, the sa~ disturbance was sillUlated, with the 
control system using feedback of the obserued bending rate to the blade pitch 
angle. The closed-loop response, sbmin in figure 9, shows a diminished bending 
acceleration, mich "O!DUld translate into a reduce inertial shear load at the 
hub. Conparison of the open- and closed-loop acceleration spectra are ghoen in 
figure 10. Even better inproue~nt could be obtained thro<gh a ~thodical 

feedback control design approach, rathe:r than the heu!'istic one silll!lated here. 

The ease in ~ich state estinates can be estinated using this teohni~Je 
s<ggests additional control applications beyond traditional state variable 
feedback. Since only a kineJIBtic l!Ddel of the system is necessary for the 
obseruer to produce state estinates, and since the nodal accelerations are 
a•>ailable as a ~asure~t, it ~s possible to sohJe for the system 
coefficients describing the differential equation of nodal IIDtion. These 
coefficients can be deterl!'.ined th!'ough solt..rtion of linear- equations o:r by a 
least-squares technique. Su:::h a procedure was done for reference [1], and the 
resulting system identification data was used to design a successful 
ti~-varying control law. 'Were this identification done on-line in a recursiue 
fashion, one 11BY e-.>en incorporate the coefficient tracking ability into an 
adaptiue controller, mich should exhibit similar robustness as that present in 
the obseruer it sell'. 

6. Canclusioos 

The aboue ~thod of constructing an obseruer for rotor state variables 
presents an alternatiue to the standard Kalman Filter approach, by utilizing the 
predictiue infornation content present in an acceleroJreter. The structure is 
ext~ly !iit!ple ;:~~Tyj is mt d:~rvfent Ltpnn the system Qifferential equations, 
but requires an accurate representation o£ the kinematic nodal content o£ each 
senSO!'. The decision to use sUDh a..'Fl obse!".lf!r lii!St be based upon the relath>e 
costs of implementing an inherently complex Kalman Filter uersus adding 
additional senSO!'s, lmt fo:r conplex rotor •Jib:ration control p:roblems, the latter 
is often the less expensiue choice. 

The ability of the obseruer to isolate nodal states and accelerations 
also allows its use as a pre-processor of rotor data in a parameter 
identification role. Giuen this ~alth of information, such applications should 
prDl.>e l.taluable in p:ro•.tiding nnre accurate roto:r rrethenBtic-al l!Ddels to aid the 
control design process. 

This 'IIDrk was supported jointly by a grant from the Engineering 
Fbundation and through NASA >blEs Research Center. 
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Fig ~ OPTIMUM ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS 
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Fig 4: LINEARIZED AND NONLINEAR ACCELEROMETER SIGNAL 
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Fig 5: SIMULATED AND OBSERVED BENDING RATE 
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Fig 6: BENDING POSITION ESTIMATE USING WRONG MODE SHAPE 
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Fig 7: FLAP RATE ESTIMATE NEGLECTING BENDING MODE 
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Fig 8: OPEN-LOOP BENDING ACCELERATION 
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Fig 9: CLOSED-LOOP BENDING ACCELERATION 
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Fig 10: BENDING ACCELERATION SPECTRA. O.L. AND C.L. 
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